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- ABSTRACT

In the process of considering thermal technologies for potential treatment of the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory mixed transuranic contaminated wastes, a preliminary survey of the

experience base available from Radioactive Waste Thermal Processing Systems is reported.

A list of known commercial radioactivt, waste facilities in the United States and some

international thermal treatment facilities are provided. Survey focus is upon the U.S. Department

of Energy thermal treatment facilities. A brief facility description and a preliminary summary of
facility status, and problems experienced is provided for a selected subset of the DOE facilities.
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Experience Base for Radioactive Waste
Thermal Processing Systems,

a Preliminary Survey

1. INTRODUCTION
t,

Since the early 1950's, transuranic (TRU) contaminated waste has been buried and/or stored

" at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory's (INEL) Radioactive Waste Management Complex

(RWMC). Most of the radioactive wastes also contain Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

(RCRA) hazardous materials and are, therefore, designated as "mixed wastes."

Thermal processing technologies have been identified vi_a preliminary systems design and

technology screening studies 13 as key elements in the preferred ex-s,itu treatment options for mixed
TRU contaminated waste and soil at the INEL.

Thermal treatment technologies are generally defined as technologies that use heat energy to

change the physical and chemical form of the material being processed to a more desirable form.

Thermal treatment of the INEL waste could reduce the overall waste volume, destroy the hazardous

organics and potentially stabilize the noncombustible hazardous and TRU elements in an essentially

nonleachable glass/ceramic waste form for final disposal. Thermal devices encompass a range of

technologies from standard incineration processes (e.g., rotary kiln incinerator) to melter based

technologies (e.g., joule-heated melter).

Using thermally based technologies for waste treatment is not a new concept, but rather a well

invesligated and time-proven approach. Over 2(X) commercial incineration facilities have been

constructed and operated for the treatment of strictly hazardous (nonradioactive) waste. 4 The United

States Department of Energy (DOE) and international sectors have undertaken a ccmsiderablc

number of radioactive waste thermal treatment projects. These projects represent a potentially

valuable source of experience relative to the selection, design, and implementation of potentia! mixed

waste thermal treatment systems at the INEL,.

The purpose of this study was to provide an initial identification, current status, and scoping

of experience for thermal treatment projects involving radioactive wast._ treatment within the DOE

system. The projects identified include not only those thai have been constructed and are being

operated, but those recently shut down, still under construction, or planned. The identified planned

facilities within the DOE system are not ali inclusive as there are varying degrees of commitment to

planned facilities. This area is constantly changing.

The identification of an experience basc is important to pr(wide opportunity l'or project

planners and c.ngineers to benefit from the experiences of past thermal treatment projects.



A partial list of commercial and international facilities is included to provide perspective as to

the extent of thermal technoh_gy based treatment systems being used on radioactive waste outside

the DOE system. No attempt was macle to provide an ali inclusive list.



2, IDENTIFICATION OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE THERMAL
PROCESSING SYSTEMS

The first pha,_e of this study involved the identificatic)n of thermal treatmen,: sy_te,ms",s ,, " in

cxistence or planned followed by collection and comPilation of ' ....• " ","expcrmnc,, data on a seCected sample

of the identified systems. "Itm study focused on radioactive waste thermal treatmer_t projects within

the DOE, Some effort was also spent ira identifying proj_.cts that have been undertaken in the

United States commercial and the intern::tional radioactive waste communities to provide some

. perspective on the state-of-radioactive waste treatment outside of the DOE, This allows some

comparison between the status of DOE projects and other organizations performing similar clTcms.

The list of foreign and commercial projects gcneraled is not exhaustive. Future ei'fc)rts recommended
would collect and exnmine additional data irt this area,

F_Lxistirlgre p.or_.s were used to compile the initial tiara on present DOE thermal treatment

facilities. -_'6 Ira addition, permnnel familiar with projects throughout the DOE were theta consulted

to ensure the assembly of a comprehensive list. For this study, only facilities built after 1970 were

selected, lt was judged unlikely I_hat therma, l systems built bcR)re 1970 would provide information

pertinent to this study and locating personnel familiar with such faci',i'ies posed difficulties. Table 1

provides a detailed list of ide__tified DOE thermal trcatrncnt projccts, by site and includes inR_rmation

on the type of technology, current status (operating, startup, standby, etc.), type of was:.e targeted,

and point of' contact for information on each facility.

Table 2 provides a partial list of the known con_mercial radioactive waste facilities in the U.So

and Table 3 contains a list of some international thermal treatment facilities. A comprehensive

evaluation in these latter t,,v,,.3areas was outside the scope of this study. These": tables show that a

significant amount c)f experience base information may be available from sources outside the DOE.

Thz data suggest that. many thermal treatment projects for radioactive waste have been constructed

and that, p_rticularly intcrnaticmally, incincratk)n (_1"radioactive waste is an accepted and well-

cstabli..shcd trca.trnent method. Japan has been particularly aggressive in the cc)nstruction of thermal

treatment facilities for radk_active wastes, lt should be noted that the data included on intcr nati(mal

facilities is largley based cm a 1983 report. Papers prcscntcd in the recent International Incineration

Conference indicate the internati(_nal c(_mmunity appears to be undertaking a number of new

projects.

"Fable 4 shows a surnrnatff of the planned DOE thermal facilities by tech nt._h)gy type. As the

" table shows, there a r( seven I)OE thermal facilities planned, with the majc)rity ira the conceptual

planning stage. Five of the s- "• . . c,,cn, facilities _,re being proposed t()process mixed waste and arc: thus

being driven by the mixed _vastc treatment needs of each particular site. The remaining _w¢)facilities

would proccss high..Icvcl _aste (Hl.. _) into a glass waste ['c)rmtr) alh_w l()r stable l()ng-tcrm storage..
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Table 4. Surrlmary of planned DOE thermal treatment projects.

Technology type l_x_cation Waste type Project status a

Vitrification

Joule melter HANFORD HLW Title design

" Microwave melter LANL Mixed TRU Concept
Mixed LLW

, General INEL HLW Concept

Incineration

Rotary kiln SRS Mixed LLW NEPA review

Controlled air [_,ANL Mixed LLW Concept

Not defined

TBD INEL Mixed TRU Concept

TBD INEL Mixed LLW Concept

a. A planned facility is one which may be in the conceptual stage or through title design, and which
is not constructed.

Table 5 provides a summary of constructed DOE thermal facilities by technology type. A

constructed facility is defined as one that is under construction, in startup, in operation, in standby,or

shutdown. There are 21 DOE thermal facilities that have been constructed, 13 of which have

prc_cessed radioactive waste.

Of the 21 constructed facilities on DOE situs, only two are in operation" the INEl_, calciner

facility and the K-25 at Oak Ridge low-level mixed waste rotary kiln incinerat_)r. Four of the 21 are

in the construction and start-up phase. Three oi' the tour will process HLW using joule..heated

melter tcchnc)logy. These facilities should be entering the operational mode in the near future.

Fifteen of the 21 facilities have been shut down; four, which were previously operaticmal, are

nc_w in a temporary shutdown. Fhe reason these four facilities have been idled is tc_ upgrade their

equipment, facility, or documentation. These facilities are scheduled tc) be operational and resume

treatment of radioactive waste in the near future. Eleven of the 21 l'acilities have been permanently

shut dc)wn, including five thal never processed any radioactive waste.
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Table 5. Summary ot"constructed DOE thermal t'acilitics, a

Status
Tolal Number

number pr(ycessing [.Jnder In

Technology constructed radioactive Shutdown Standby ct)nslruction o[ycralion

Vitrification

Joule melter 3 0 3 "

Incineration

Controlled air 7 5 4 2 1
4,

Rotary kiln 3 1 2 1

l;luidized bed 2 2 1 1

Cyclone 1 1 1

Stationary grate 1 1 1

Agitated hearth 1 0 1

Batch combustor I 1 I

Calcinat ion 2 2 1 1

Total 21 13 11 4 4 2

a. A "constructed" t'acility is one in construction, in startup, in operation, in standby, ()r shutdown
mode.

The reasons for shutdown, permanent or temporary, of constructed facilities by technology are

shown in Table 6. The reasons are divided into fl)ur basic categories: (1) design deficiencies, (2)

public pressure, (3) documentation upgrades, and (4) the facility is no longer needed. Design

deficiencies appear as the foremost cause of pr()blems, l'ollowed by pressurc from public interest

groups or the public in general. That s() many of these facilities had design deficiencies suft'icient

to require shutdown, indicates that an incineration process is technically complex. For some examples

of the design deficiency problems, see Section 3.3.1. li also indicates that significant details could be

learned l'rom these failed facilities to assist in the design of new facilities.

I
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TabSe6. Reasons for shut down or standby of constructed facilities.

Shutdown (no planned restart) StaMby (planncd restart)

Public No longer l'ublic l)ocumentalion

Technology Dt.,',sign deficiency pressure needed Design deficicnty pressure upgrade

Controlled air ORNL, SRS, SRS INEL, LANl.

° Rotary kiln INEL, RI;'I _

Fluidized bed RFP RFP

" Cyclone ML

Stationary Grate RI"I'

Agitated hearth RFP

B ,tch combustor I.ANI.

(;a _:ination HFS

13



3. EXPERIENCE FROM SELECTED THERMAL
PROCESSING FACILITIES

From the 21 projects that have been constructed within the DOE, 9 thermal facilities wcrc

selected for further evaluation. The intent of this facet of the study was to provide an initial

examination of experience available from the facilities that could bc useful in lhc development of

future systems litr INEl_, needs. Table 7 lists the selected l'acilitics by location, name, type of

technology, and tlm criteria for facility selection. The following criteria were used to select thermal
treatment facilities:

a. Whether the thermal technology is a likely candidate ti_r planned or future thermal

options

b. Whether the waste type requirements were similar t_ INEL waste requirements

c. Whether there were aspects of the facility that may bc applicable to present needs and

requirements.

One commercial radioactive waste processing facility, SEG, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, was

evaluated as part of this exercise. This facility was included primarily because of its apparent

continuing success in processing LLW.

'Fhc survey involved contacting individual(s) familiar with each selected facility. A survey form

was sent to each person, and interviews were conducted to obtain arid verify the information

necessary to complete this study. Because the scope of this study was limited to an initial screening

of experience t'_r the selected facilities, generally only one person was contacted who could provide

a reasonable level of detailed information on the facility. Theret'c_re, although believed

representative, this data must be considered preliminary in nature and is by no means exhaustive.

Detailed status reports summarizing the data collected on c.ach o!' the facilitic's are provided

in Appendices. This intormaticm includes a description o1"the facility, the current status c_t"the system

and permits, the problems encountered, the resolutions t_ those problems (when known), and general

comments from the contacl pcrscm. The following sectic_ns summarize some ot" the main findings .,

from examination of the ccmapiled facility experience.

3.1 Summary of Facility Problem Areas

No one functional area predominated in the number, type, or severity of prc_blems encountered

t.'or the incinerators studied. 'l'hereforc, to increase the potential t'c_rsuccess, carct'ul cc_nsideratic_n

is required t'()r sill aspects etl' the: incincrati<,)n process, t'mm waste feed thr_ugh c31't'gasrelease. Careful

14



Table 7. Selected thermal processing facilities.

Technolokw type Selection criteria

Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory (INEL)

Process Experimental Pilot Rotary kiln a,b,e
Plant (PREPP)

,l

Waste Experimental Reduction Controlled air a,b,c
Facility (WERF)

Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)

Controlled Air Incinerator Controlled air a,b,c

(CAI) [TA-50-37]

Mound Laboratory

Glass melter Joule melter a

Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)

TSCA incinerator Rotary kiln a,b,c

Rocky Flats Plant (RFP)

Fluidized bed incinerator Fluiclized bed b,c
(FBI) Demonstration

Savannah River Site (SRS)

Beta-Gamma incinerator (BGI) Controlled air a,b,c

Consolidated incineration Controlled air a,c
Facility (CIF)

Defense waste processing Joule melter a
Facility (DWPF)

" Commercial

Scientific Ecology Group (SEG) Controlled air a,b,c
Incinerator

15



selection of construction materials (i.e., high alloy metals and high alumi,':a refractory) is as irnport_,nt

as selection of functional system components.

In addit,ion to individual facility problems, common problems exist in l'acility designs and

operations. Each of these problem areas needs particular attention in the design of a new thermal

facility to avoid repeating the deficiencies.

3.1.1 Technical Problems

Waste Feed Systems

• Thc INEl. PREPP and Rocky Flats FBI incinerators experienced problems with long

stringy material pa_sing through their shredders and causing t'eed problems.

° The PREPP inertial feed conveyor had difficulty transpc_rting wet sludges to the feed

hopper.

• The PREPP tractor-operated lE'cd hopper had high maintenance requirements and the

feed hopper enclosure tended to fill with dust and smoke from the kiln, impairing visual

operation.

® Stringy, plastic of ten tk)ulcd the FBI air classit'ier system.

• The FBI leed hopper for the scrcw convcyor to the combusticm chamber had bridging

problems. Thc screw conveyor jammed on dense feed material.

° To decrease maintenance, the LANl., (.;AI feed drive was changed t'rc.mlchain/sprc)ckct

to hydraulic.

lncincrator

° PREPP experienced very early kiln rotary seal failures at oper_tting temperature.s, which

led to excessive air leakage into the kiln and excessive seal drag on the kiln drive.
a

* The INEL WERF incinerator could not attain design feed rates because _t' high

temperatures caused by ash pile carbon burnout. Attempts to increase the feed rate by

"choking" the incinerator resulted in incomplete cornbustkm and m_.'lting o1"plastics with

accc)mpanying high-waste agglc_meration.

• The CAI, WERF, and SE(; incineratc_rs were chan/_cd tc_ higher alumina tastable

rcfractc W tc)t:c_mb;_t crc_sic_n/s!ag_ttack pr<_blcms.

16



• The Mound glass melter experienced problems with short life and difficult change-out

of electrodes. T1,_.y also had problems with draining the glass from the melter.

• The Savannah River BGI incinerator experienced several problems related to primary

chamber pressure:

• - The chamber' pressure sensor was not sufficientiy sensitive to accurately detect

pressure excursions slightly above atmospheric.

The location of the system pressure control v_:ivewas inappropriate for acceptable
feedback control.

- Pressure excursions in the primary chamber resulted in leakage of combustible

gases into the adjacent ram feed housing, resulting in an explosion.

Offgas Treatment Systems

• PREPP experienced rapid loading up of their HEPA filters because of salt and

particulate carryover from the wet scrubbing system.

• PREPP had to redesign its scrub soiution system to handle laxger-than-anticipated

particulate that settled out in the hold-up tank and to resolve sludge handling prc)blems.

• WERF experienced fouling and corrosion problems in their air-to-gas heat exchanger.

, The fiberglass fan blades of the Oak Ridge TSCA incinerator were changed lo metal

draft after catastrophic failure of the fiberglass fan blades.

• The FBI's catalytic oxidation (afterburner) unit suffered from catalyst entrainment

problems, which required redesign of the t'lc_wpattern.

,, The FBI employed an untested design in the water spray heat r'emoval system lhr the

catalytic oxidation unit that required major modifications after several incinerator runs.

• BGI, SEG. and WERF have ali struggled with varitms bagh_mse bag fouling problems.

° SEG's boiler has cxp.ericnccd tube f_uling problems and has temperature limitations that

restrict maximum c_lfgas temperature.

° The BGI was shut dowrl primarily because of otfgas system corrosion problems created

by improper ct_nstructi_m materials and in,ldequat.e acid gas scrubbing.

17



Ash Transport/Handling

• WERF and CAI have had problerns with plugging of their vacuum pneumatic ash

transfer systems. CAI system was replaced with a gravity drop :_ystem,

• The PREPP inertial ash conveyor system bellows t'atigued and failed because ot' ash

filling the bellows and restricting its movement.

° The PREPP had to redesign ash transport systems to minimize asia and dust,

accumulation areas to ensure criticality control (SAR).

• WERF had to modit}' its bottom ash handling system to remove the binding-prone

clamshell doors that dumped to the ash drumming system. They ai:,o had tO ins',all a

shear shredder to reduce clinker size for drumming and solidification operations.

° SEG had to enhance its waste separation operation to preclude ii-amp metal that binds

up its ash transfer system.

Instrumentation and Control Systems

• PREPP added additional diesel backup power capability and altered its instrumentation

and control system after a primary power system fuse failure resulted ira scrub solution

tlooding of thc secondary combustion chamber (SCC).

° WERE and CAI have upgraded their control systems to PC-based programmable logic

control systems m cnlaance process control.

° 'The BGI concluded that it needed a remote set of emergency shutdown controls in the

event of an cwmuation emergency.

• SEG experienced instrumcntatic_n and other sensitive component fai!urcs because of

chronic high temperatures ira the int.'inerat_r building. Its offgas monitors als(} required

high maintenance, which was somewhat mitigated by reducing building temperatures.

Other Technical

° The BGI suffered t'n_m poor access to major components for maintenance or remowd

and from the le,ck ¢_fbuilt-in lifting capability for these functions.

• The PREPP criticality c_mtrol systern was based _n adrnirlistralive controls but current

requirements nccd more rigorous engineered system contrc_l,

18



3.1.2 Regulatory/Public Problems

• The CAI was shut down t_:r system upgrades. A state moratorium on incineration and

heavy local opposition to incineration have delayed startup. The moratorium expired

in the fall of 199t). Now NEPA is the major impediment.

• ° The FBI was shut down because of active local opposition and accompanying reaction
of state regulators.

I,

• The LLNL controlled air incinerator was shut down after being denied an operating

permit by the state following two trial burns. The incinerator and a proposed new

incinerator received heavy public opposition, causing plans for the new incinerator to
be scrapped.

3.1.3 Institutional Problems

• PREPP was shut down because of its incompatibility with the current requirement of

DOE order 6420.1A, General Design Criteria.

• WERF was shut down until environmental ard safety documentation can be upgraded.

3.2 Comparisons

• The K-25 TSCA incinerator, which was designed primarily for depleted uranium

contaminated waste, is the only DOE radioactive waste incinerator studied not using
HEPA filtration.

• The majority of' offgas treatment systems apparently use adiabatic saturation c¢)oling

(SRS, LANL, ORNL, Mound, PREPP) more than totally dry cooling and filtration
(WERF), reflecting a widespread need to process halogenated wastes.

19



4. SUMMARY

There is a wealth of experience based information potentially available within the DOE system

on therrnal processing technologies that could be documented and examined. Of the 17 thermal unit,;

built and operated for DOE only two are operational; four arc in standby and may operate again, and

11 were _hut down because of design deficiencies or public pressure. Initial evaluation of some of

these facilities has identified a number of areas where common problems among facilities exist, lt

is recommended that future eflbrts pursuing thermal treatment of radioactive waste examine, in detail,

the efforts and experiences of these previous projects. Additionally, commercial and international

radioactive waste treatment facilities may provide another valuable source of information.

A large body of irnplicit knowledge exists within the DOE system on incineration based

technologies, because many _t these types of processes have been designed, constructed, and

operated. The experience base lk)r melter technoh_gies is more limited within the system with

emphasis on JHM tbr FILW, but some significant work has been done at PNL, SRS, arid Mound.

The relatively recent entry of most commercial melter technologies into the hazardous and radioactive

waste processing applications arena means that considerable evaluation and demonstration work is

needed to properly assess and develop their capability. Some initial assessment work has been

pertbrmed and is reported. 2'7

A general comment is in order regarding the various technical, institutional, and regulatory

problems described for each of the 10 facilities studied in detail. The level of investigation allowed

by the intentionally limited scope of this initial survey study was not adequate to provide a

comprehensive assessment of the facilities. Therefore, the number of problems listed shc_uld not be

interpreted as a measure of the facility's success or lack thcrc_ff. In most cases if a large number of

problems are discussed, it reflects the fact that a good source (or sources) of information was

uncovered. Conversely, ii" few 13rtffflems arc discussed, it may _nly nlcan (a) the contacts were m)t

intimately familiar with the facilities, (b) the contacts did not have lhc time t_ respond

comprehensively, or (c) the problenls that the facilities had were not well documented. Furthermore,

the fact that problems are highlighted more than successes dots not ,lccessarily mean thal the

experiences are mostly negative. The f_cus cff this initial survey was upon problems experienced.

lt should be noted that there have been some very successful DOE raditmctive waste

incineration experiences. "I"he t,ANI., CAI was a highly successful rc'search t,c_c_lthat established a

g_)od data base on racti_mctivc waste incineration l'c._rmany of the f_)lk_v,'-t3nunits. "l"hf_CAI has bccr_

retry)fitted with state-t_f-the-art equipment tc_assume a mission as 'a procluctit_n treatment facility, ii'

h_cal p{_litics allc_w its restart. The 1NEL WERF incincrat_r had a run ¢_1"five t¢_ ,;ix years of

successful producti_m _pc.ratitms and at the same time maint_ined an impeccable appearance and

s;_l;ety Iect)rd, which na_de ii a showcase t'(_rthe DOE. Its current shutdown status retlects a need

to bring its safely and ¢rwir_:mmcntal d¢_cumentation into ct}nt'_)rmance with current requirements.
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Examination of successful DOE incineration projects reveals that when experienced engineers

design an incineration process, oversee its construction and startup, and continue to troubleshoot, the

process should have a history of superior performance. The exper;ence of the staff contributing to
a successful system is invaluable.

While a substantial design, permitting, and operating experience base exists within the DOE

" system for incineration based technologies, much of this experience is not shared and a reliable single
source of data on these experiences is not available. A valuable tool for developers of thermal

• systems would be a comprehensive data base that contains the pertinent technical literature, design,

and operating experiences of previous developers and operators of radiological tb._-,',,,'_ltreatment
systems. This experience base for thermal treatment technologies could be even more extensive if
commercial hazardous waste facilities were considered.
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Appendix A

Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

A-1. FACILITYDESCRIPTION

PREPP is a rotary kiln incineration facility located at the INEL. PREPP was originally

" designed to process TRU-contaminated waste that could not be certified for shiprnent to WIPP. The

mission of PREPP was later changed to processing reclassified I_,LW.

Incoming waste is moved into the shredder room where it is fed into a two shaft, low-speed

shredder which opens the waste containers. Shredded waste falls into an inertial drive vibratory
conveyor, which transfers it into a kiln feed hopper. When the tractor driven feed hopper is filled

and the kiln is ready to be charged, a feed gate in the kiln firing hood opens and the hopper is

shuttled into the kiln, rotated 180 degrees to dump the waste. The kiln operates at temperatures

between 1600 and 1800°F. Hot ash exiting the kiln falls into an inertial drive ash conveyor located

beneath the secondary combustion chamber (SCC). This conveyor is integrally cooled with air and
water and serves to both move the ash away from the kiln and cool it during the transport. The ash

is cooled to approximately 180°F bet'ore reaching a rotary trommel. The trommel, or rotating screen,
separates fine ash from the coarse and the coarse ash moves on to a drum fill enclosure. The fine

ash is pneumatically transferred to blenders where it is stored until used in the grouting operation.

Coarse ash is hand-raked into drums and grouted in the drum fill enclosure.

Combustion gases from the kiln flow into a SCC where they tire heated to temperatures

ranging from 2000 to 2200°F, with a minimum retention time of two sec. The gases are then treated

in a wet offgas system that consists of a quencher, venturi scrubber, entrainment eliminator, mist

eliminator, reheaters, pret'ilters, and high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters. Fans downstream
of the HEPA filters maintain a negative pressure in the kiln and SCC.

Scrub solution from the venturi scrubber, buffered with sodium carbonate, is recycled and used
for quenching and scrubbing. Scrub solution regeneration is accomplished with makeup tc) replace

. water lost in the treatment systems 'evaporation) and by using a scrub solution in the grout mixture.

Particulates are removed from the scrub solution using a cross-flow filter system. The resulting

concentrated sludge is used in the grouting process.
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A-1.1 Specifications

Manufacturer Vulcan

Design thermal capacity 8.5 M Btu/hr

Throughput cal)acity 6IX) Ib/hr

Feed input LLW mixed and TRU mixed solid and liquid waste (no tests

were made with radioactive or hazardous material)

Secondary waste streams Scrub solutions and ttEPA filters

Destination of output TRU waste destined R)r WIPP; LLW destination unknown.

A-2. CURRENT STATUS OF SYSTEM

PREPP has been placed in standby status pending a review of potential uses.

A-3. CURRENT STATUS OF PERMITS

RCRA Interim status assumed: preparing Part B application when

facility was shut down

TSCA Not required (NR) -there wcrc no plans for TSCA permits

Clean Air (NESHAPs) Not obtained - a dral'ted NESHAPs permit was submitted to

DOE-ID only

State Air Quality Not obtained - a drafted air quality permit was submitted to

DOE-lD only

l__)cal Air Quality Nit

A-4. PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT/PERCEPTION

Thc public was minimally involved in construction or startup ()pcrations. No public meetings

we.re held on the incinerator arid the general public raised no c(mccrns. A small local envir()nmental

group included the incinerat_)r in its list of facilities ()1' ali kinds at the Site for which ii raised

environmental and safety questions in a general ()pp()siti()nal lactic. PREPP's rcln()te lt)cation

positively iniluenccs public t)pinion.
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A-5 PROBLEMS/RESOLUTIONS

A-5.1 Shredder

. I_xmgnarrow materials such as the banding clamps used on metal drums and long sections of

small diameter pipe would stand on end and fall between the shredder teeth and spacers. This was

solved by installing a remotely operated secondary grapple designed to remove the long items from
the waste stream in the conveyor beneath the shredder.

Periodic retipping of the shredder teeth is required. In a radioactive environment, particularly
an alpha-contaminated cell, this is difficult, costly, and time consuming. A partial solution is to use

a high grade steel for the teeth' to irmrease tip life.

A-5.2 Kiln Seals

The kiln seals supplied with the kiln were inadequate and had to be replaced. The large rotary

triple seals custom designed for PREPP failed on initial heatup, allowing excessive air leakage into
the kiln, which prevented attainment of desired kiln temperatures, and caused excess drag on the

seals, which overloaded the kiln drive system. The seals were redesigned and cold tested, but no hot

(thermal) testing has been performed to validate the fix.

A-5.3 Ash Handling System

The inertial conveyor in the ash discharge system required constant fine-ttming of the cooling

air and hanger rods. The cooling of the conveyor was marginal.

The conveyor used a series of metal bellows to isolate the reciprocal conveyor motion from the

stationary trommel, SCC, and drive system containment penetration. The bellows action during

conveyor operation created a pumping action that caused fine ash to be carried back into the bellows.

The lower convolute of the bellows would ['iiiwith ash and would pack to the point where the bellows

action became restricted. This led to early fatigue and failure of the bellows. The proposed solution

to the problem was to design a rotary discharge conveyor system to replace the inertial conveyor.

A-5.40ffgas System

The main operating problem encountered with the offgas system was rapid loading of the
HEPA filters. Most of the particulate accumulating on the filters was salt carried over from the

scrubber and particularly the quencher. The solution to this problem was first to introduce clean
scrub solution makeup into the system in the form of a very fine mist in the crosscwer duct between

the SCC and the quencher vessel. The clean mist would perform the initial high temperature quench,

J
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thereby minimizing the co_)ling required with salty scrub solution and minimizing the particulate

generation. The second solution was to use a high efficiency mist eliminator in piace of the current

unit. The improved version used the mist eliminator as a self-cleaning prefilter, allowing the moisture

removed from the gas to wash the soluble particulate from the mist eliminator pads. The third

solution was to use prcfilters that, upon change-out, would not require the pcrt'ormance verification

test associated with changing out the certified HEPA filters. The results of these changes have not

been verified because the unit was shut down before additional testing could bc performed.

A-5.5 Scrub Solution System

The scrub solution system could not accommodate particulate rernovcd t'r¢)m the gas stream.

The scrub solution from the quencher, scrubber, and entrainment and misl eliminators drain to the

surge recycle tank, a conventional horizontal vessel that was constantly agitated. Despite this

constant agitation, the particulate settled to the bottom of the tank and formed a heavy sludge. This

sludge buildup continued until it started covering up the pump suction screens. The system would

then be shut down, drained, and thc sludge physically removed by shoveling it out. The cross-flow

filter system, designed to remove particulate from the scrub solution, did not perform weil. The

blowback system for cleaning the filters did not work as designed and the filter medium slowly became

irreversibly plugged. The aolution to the problem was to redesign the scrub solution system. The

surge recycle tank was changed to a vertical, conical bottom tank and the pumps were located outside

the tank for easier maintenance. The cross-flow filter system was replaced by three hydrocyclones

with sludge tanks with service to be rotated among the units. This modification was not completed
before shutdown.

A-5.6 Criticality Monitoring System

The criticality control system was based on administrative controls supported by a system of

surveying, monitoring, and record keeping. The current requirements require a more rigorous contrail

system, for example an engineered system. The solution to the problem was t¢_reassess the criticality

control plan using PRA techniques and c¢_nduct testing c_t'critical areas z,nd conaponents tc_support

the PRA and modify for an engineered system. PREPP was inactivated before the solution was

implemented.

A-5.7 Feed System

The inertial drive conveyor worked well for transporting ali waste materials excepl wet sludges.

Wet sludge stuck to the conveyor pan and drier sludge tended to ti_r)n into balls that would roll with

the conveyor movement but obtained little net movement. The solution tc) the problem was to t'ecd

the wet sludge along with dry material so the dry material would carry the sludge with it on lhc:

inertial drive ccmveyor.
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The tractor-operated feed hopper required considerable maintenance. Occasionally, spillage

of waste from the hopper was sufficien_ _t_cause interference with the tractor drive system. In
addition, the correct air flow balance between the kiln and feed enclosure was difficult tct maint,tin.

Dust and smoke in the feed enclosure impaired visual observation of the hopper fill operation. The

batch feed operation made the combustion process in the kiln transient with the contr'ol system,
automatically compensating for the dynamics of the system by adding extra combustion air as the

" waste was dumped into the kiln. This caused continual thermal cycling. The projected solution was

tct replace the feed hopper with a tapered auger feed system.

A-5.8 ENectrical/ControlSystem

A fuse failure in the incoming electrical distribution system created a chain of events that

allowed quench water to overflow from the wet offgas system into the incinerator SCC. The
electrical and plant instrumentation and control systems were redesigned to increase system reliability.

A diesel generator to provide additional backup power also was installed.

A-6 GENERAL COMMENTS

With proper modifications the PREPP rotary kiln has good potential, if not for operation, at

least as a proof of principle unit.
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Appendix B

Waste Experimental Reduction Facility (WERF)

B-1. FACILITY DESCRIPTION

• The Waste Expeimental Reduction Facility (WERF) is a versatile LLW treatment facility that

has been in operation at the INEL since 1982. The facility was designed to reduce the volume and

enhance the form of INEL LLW disposed at the RWMC and to treat radioactive mixed waste (MW).

WERF employs metal sizing, metal melting, compaction, incineration, and solidification processes.

Incineration is the most effective of the WERF treatment processes, cffecting 250:1 volume reduction

of combustible solid waste while detoxifying and homogenizing solid waste into a form suitable for

stabilization by solidification. The incinerator has been processing beta/gamma L,LW since September

1984. The incinerator' is permitted to process MW under Resource Conservation and Recovmy Act

(RCRA) interim status.

The WERF incinerator is a dual chamber controlled-air unit. Solid LLW and MW are

accepted at the facility in ;. ft x 2 ft x 2 ft cardboard boxes. The boxes are fed to the incinerator by

gravity feed through a triple door air-lock arrangement. Boxes are conveyed to the feeder through

a portal radiation monitor, an x-ray unit, and a load cell for weigh!ng each box to monitor throughput
rates.

Liquid LLW and MW are accepted at the facility in 55-gal drurns. These wastes arc t'ed to the

incinerator via a liquid t'ecd system that extracts the waste from the drums and pumps it to a T-

Thermal LV-1 vortex burner in the primary chamber.

Off gas from the secondary chamber enters the offgas system at temperatures ranging from 18lR)

tc_ 2(._)_)°F. The incincrat_r c)t'i'gas system is a dry, mechanical filtering system, The gases arc first

diluted with incinerator room air to cool them to < 12(RI°F. The gas then passes through a shell.and-

tube gas tc) air heat exchanger to reduce the tc.mperaturc to approxinaatcly 751)°F. A second air

dilution using building air then reduces the temperature to about 4(IO°F. The gas then passes through

two parallel baghouses, roughing filters, antta single stage of HEPA filters tbr particulate mm.oval.

Offgas is drawn through the system by parallel induced draft fans and exhausted through a 4c)-ft stack.

The use c_t a dry offgas system requires that the waste leed he restricted in content of acid

t'o,'rning materials such as chlc_rine to minimize corrosion problems. Ad|ninistrative control,; at the

generator h_c;_tkms and per'ic_dic waste inspections at WERF acconaplish this.

From the baghouse hc)ppcrs, incinerator flash is pneumatically transferred to arl ash

collecticm/handling system. The ash is then transferred tr) 71-gal square drums l'c_rstabilizatic_n. The
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incinerator bottom ash is pushed into a collection hopper by the action of a hearth ash "ram." In the

hopper, the ash is cooled for transfer through a shear shredder into 71-gal square drums for
stabilization. The shear shredder serves to meter ash into the drums and reduce the size of ash

clinkers for stabilization.

Drummed ash is stabilizcd by solidifying it with Portland cement. Cement and water art."

thoroughly mixed with the ash in the drum. The final product, resembling a concrete block, is a high

integrity waste form containing no free liquids or dispersible fines. In addition, the leachability oi" the

hazardous heavy metals from the ash is reduced sufficiently to pass EPA leachability criteria. The

solidified ash from the WERF is shipped to the INEL's RWMC for disposal as LLW.

B-1.1 Specifications

Manufacturer (Incinerator) Ecolaire (now Joy Technology)

Thermal capacity 5 millicm Btu/hr

Throughput capacity 400 lb/hr of 12,(XR)Btu/lb waste

Feed input Nonchlorinated, solid and liquid, combustible
H_,W mixed and LLW

Secondat 3, waste streams HEPA filters and baghouse bags

Destination of output RWMC (LLW) or mixed waste disposal facility

B-2. CURRENT STATUS OF SYSTEM

The WERF incinerator has not bcen opcratcd sincc February of 1991. lt was stmt down tc)

update its environmental and safcty documentation, lt is scheduled to ::tart up again in late ltYkl.

B-3. CURRENT STATUS OF PERMITS

RCRA Interim status; Part B al)plicati,_n submitted

and trial burn completed

TSCA NR/Not planncd

(?loan Air (NFStTAPS) Yes

State Air Quality Operating under a Permit to Ce,instruct
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Local Air Quality NR

B-4. PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT/PERCEPTION

The WERF has not undergone public hearings associated with permitting. Therefore, public

perception can only be estimated. Articles regarding the WERF incineration facility have been

published in the Idaho Falls, Idaho, newspaper inchading same front page stories. Press coverage has
not resulted in negative feedback by the local coramunity. A small local environmental group
included the incinerator in its list of facilities of ali kinds across the Site for which it raised

environmental and safety questions in a general oppositional tactic. The WERF's remote location

is a positive factor that influences public opinion.

B-5. PROBLEMS/RESOLUTIONS

B-5.1 Incinerator

The incinerator thermal capacity is rated at 5 MMBtu/hr, which was expected to translate into

an average feed rate of 400 lb/hr (based on 12,(XX)Btu/lb waste). However, after feeding about 1,5(X)

lb of waste at a feed rate of 4(X)Ib/hr, the buildup of temperatures in the primary chamber becomes

excessive because of the buildup and burnout of fixed carbon on the hearth. To remedy the problem,

feed to the incinecator has to be interrupted long enough to allow the fixed carbon to burn off. After

the burnout, feeding is resumed at the rated capacity. The result is an overall average feedrate of
around 200 lb/hr instead of the 400 lb/hr that was expected.

An initial attempt to increase the fccd rate inw)lved force-feeding (or choking) of the primary
chamber with the waste, which quenched the chamber temperature but provided higher piles of
partially combusted ash that still had to be burned out later. The lower temperatures under the

higher ash piles caused waste plastics to melt but not combust, forming pools of molten plastic on the

hearth under the ash. This molten plastic, with the accompanying absorbed ash and small solids, was

pulled back into the ash ram housing by the retracting hearth ram, filling the housing voids and
setting up as a hard, agglomerated mass which had to be chipped out. The solution was to abandon
force-feeding of waste.

B-5.2 Ash Handling

The original ash handling system for transferring ash from the primary chamber to drums used

clam shell gates. Because of the formation of large (up to 2 ft across) c,linkers, the metering of ash

into a drum was difficult. Clinkers would frequently get caught in the clamshell doors, thereby
preventing a complete shutoff of the flow of ash into a drum and complicating replacement oi' drums.

"1"oremedy the problem, a new ash handling system was installed using a shear shredder to meter and

size reduce the ash. The shear shredder replaced the clam shell doors in the metering of ash and
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reduces the size of clinkers to approximately 2 in. t'or improved solidificatiorl. This solution has been

very effective.

, t,
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B-5.3 Heat Exchanger

The heat exchanger in the incinerator offgas system has had problems with corrosion and with
deposits leading to increased pressure differential. The offgas passcs through the tube side of the

shell and tube heat exchanger. Periodically, these tubes arc manually cleaned of ash and other

deposits from the hot end (inlet end). However, molten materials carried over from the incinerator

condensed on the cold (discharge) end of the heat exchanger cannot be easily removed. These

materials are deposited as a hard ceramic coating that has to be chipped away. In addition, the hot
corrosive conditions that the heat exchanger is exposed to has led to the separation of the tubes from

the shell and tube failure within the first foot of tube. The only resolution to this problem to date
has been repairs, when possible. The heat exchanger was recently changed out because it was

determined that the damage was too extensive to repair.

A spray dryer absorber (SDA) system has been designed and installed in parallel with the heat

exchanger. When this system becomes operational, it willallow feeding of chlorinated wastes and also
will minimize or eliminate the heat exchanger problems.

B-5.4 Baghouse

The baghouse has, at times, had pressure differential problems because of the bags becoming

coated with a black material with a greasy consistency. This problem was solved by running the

baghousc at elevated temperatures (450-490°F) and pulsing down at these temperatures. This dries
out the material, and allows it to be pulsed from the bags. The source of the material is still

unknown. Since going to Tefaire bags (85% teflon, 15% fiberglass), blinding of the bags with small
particulate has been a problem. This has lead to an increase in the frequency of bag changeout. The

planned solution is to use 100% fiberglass bags. This process has not been attempted.

The pneumatic transfer line that transfers ash from the baghouse hoppers to the ash handling

area has had problems with plugging. This has resulted from asia consistency and from the ash

absorbing moisture from the air. The solution to this problem was increasing the diameter of the

transfer line and heating the transfer air to approximately 400°F. This system has not been operated
yet, therefore solution effectiveness is unknown.

B-5.5 HEPA Filter Seals

A liquid silicon was used to seal the original HEPA filtcrs in piace. These seals failed

prematurely because of whal was believed to be thc high temperature of the environment. The

original liquid silicon was replaced with a blue gel seal, rated tbr higher temperatures. These seals
have been effective so)far.
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B-6. GENERAL COMMENTS

The WERF incinerator has operated very effectively over its life. However, the incinerator

has only been operated about 10 days per month during its operating history. It has been found that

the system will only operate effectively ti_r about 20 consecutive days of around the clock usage

before buildup of a variety of problems require system shutdown. The problems that occur after this

amount of time are considered resolvable if operating the incinerator continuously ever became

necessary.
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Appendix C

Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) -

Controlled Air Incinerator (CAI)
,i

C-1. FACILITYDESCRIPTION

t

The CAI is a dual chamber controlled-air incinerator. Initial combustion takes piace in the

primary combustion chamber (PCC), which, operates at a temperature of 14(X)-2(X)0°F. Solids are

fed to the PCC by a RAM feeder mechanism and liquids by a liquid-injection burner capable ot' firing

on natural gas, fuel oil, or liquid waste/fuel blends.

Offgases leaving the PCC pass through a connecting duct to the secondary chamber. The SCC,

which operates at 20(X)-22(I_)°F,completes the destruction of any volatile organics leaving the primary

Chamber, The burner in the SCC is fired solely on natural gas. 'Fenlperaturc controllers and sat'cty

interlocks ensure that no combustion gas waste from waste is fed into the SCC until the chamber has

reached the proper operating temperature.

An offgas treatment and pollution-control system removes particulates and other combustion

by-products leaving the SCC',. This system consists of the following components:

® Water-Spray Quench Column

• High-Energy Venturi Scrubber
• Packed Column Absorbcr/Demistcr

• Offgas Superheater

• Primary HEPA Filters (2 stages in series)
• Carbon Bed Absorber

• Secondary (Final) ItEPA Filters

• Scrub Solution Recycle/Cooling System,

C-1.1 Specifications

Manut'acturer Environmental Control Products/

• Ecolaire (now Jc_y Manufacturing)

Design thermal capacity 1.5 M Btu/hr

Throughput capacity 125 lh/br (_1"solid waste and 200 lb/hr of liquid waste
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Feed input TR U/LLW/RCRA solids and liquids

TSCA liquids only

Secondary waste streams HEPA filters and blowdown liquids

Destination of output TRU waste will be sent tc) WIPP; liquids will be sent to

the radioactive wastewater treatment facility on site',

HEPA filters will require solidification before shipment
to WIPP.

N

C-2. STATUS OF SYSTEM

The system is shut down pending major modification for production scale operations and lifting

of the moratorium on incineration in New Mexico. The moratorium expired in fall of 1990. NEPA

documentation and testing arc the current delays.

C-3. STATUS OF PERMITS

CAI currently has a permit for PCB incineration under TSCA and RCRA.

RCRA Permit in November 1989

TSCA Yes

Clean Air (NESHAPs) NR

State Air Quality NR

Local Air Quality NR

C-4. PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT/PERCEPTION

The RCRA Part B permit hearing of 1989 received much press attenti_m and public criticism.
This is a pc_litically sensitive issue in New Mexico.

C-5. PROBLEMS/RESOLUTIONS

C-5.1 Refractory

The CAI was extensively modified recently to ccml'c)rm to the demands of extended high

temperature operation and radioactive containment. The original high alumina refractory c_n the
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hearth, the sides of tile primary chamber, and the ash drc_p-oul pit were replaced with a caslablc

phosphate-bonded chromia-alumina compositic_n. Be,ferc installalicm of the new rct'ractc_ry, the

severely oxidized carbon steel undertire combustic_n air inlet tubes along the sides ¢)t' the primary

chamber hearth were replaced with Haynes high-tcmperaqure Alloy 214 material.

0-5.2 Liquid Burner
q

A high-intensity vortex liquid burner was installed on the side of the. primary chalnber. Because

• this burner has provisions for heat-up and temperature modulation using natural gas or liquid fuel,

the original gas-firc.d burner on the primary chamber was removed. The secondary chamber continues

t¢_use a dedicated gas burner I'c_rtemperature control.

C-5.3 Waste Feed

Ali solid waste l,ced t'or incineration is prepackaged in 1 tl x 1 l't × 2 1t cardboard boxes. The

CAI's original solid waste t'ced train consisted of a series of connecting gloveb(_xes with specific

functions: introduction of waste packages, X-ray inspection, gamma assay for radioisotopes, sorting,

and finally waste staging prior to ram feeding into the incinerator. The coupling of ali these

operations into one continuous feed train pr(wed inconvenient. The new design consists ot"one large

solid waste staging gh)vebox and an introduction air-lock with conveyor. The screening X-ray and

gamma assay are now separate from the incinerator. Waste packages are loaded from the staging

glovebox onto a side ram which transports the package to a position in front o1"the main ram for

feeding into the incinelator primary chamber. The original main ram drive mechanism was based on

an electric motor-operated chain on a set of sprockets, This assembly was situated in a housing that

was difficult to access and had potentially high maintenance requirements. The chain drive

mechanism was recently replaced by a single hydraulic cylinder with power pack. The entire hydraulic

mechanism is readily accessible t'{_rmaintenance.

C-5.4 Ash Removal

B¢)ttom asia remcwal from the CAI t_riginally inwHved a short gravity drop-c_ut section at the

end of the primary chamber hearth ti_llc_wcd by a vacuum transp,_rt system. This approach was

- effective t'_r removal and Iransport c)["nc_rmal friable ash, but nc,t for large clinkers or nonc_mlhustiblc

c)b.jects. Oversized objects tended to plug lhc transfer lines. This was solved by providing a direct

gravity drop-c Jut into l'inal disposal cc)ntaincr.

0-5.50ffgas Treatment System

The c,riginal sch.'cticm c)t'wet c_ftgas treatment c_n the CAI was based cm high t-t(21 removal

eft'iciency, excellent particulate rcmc,val prior tc) HI_;;PA l'il!,raticm, the availability _1"a liquid waste

treatment facility to treat scrub st_luticm blowd_wn; and this apprcmch is relatively insensitive to swings
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in offgas flow rate, temperature, and composition. Though the same general approach to offgas

treatment was adopted for the upgrade, the entire offgas train has been replaced to enhance thermal

and corrosion resistance, mechanical durability, and reliability. The solution l¢) the problem was the

following: (1) replace tile wetted surfaces of the quench tower, venturi scrubber, absorber tower, and

ducting entering the HEPA filters with high alloy materials, e.g., the quench, venturi, and absorber

vessels with Hastelloy C-22 and the off'gas ducting up tc) the HEPA filters with superaustenitic

stainless steel AL-6XN; (2) relocate the 24kW electrical resistance superheater immediately

downstream of the absorber tower otTgas exit; and (3) replace the single HEPA filter housing with

a triple bank of filters in separate housings.
li

C-5.6 Scrub Solution Recycle System

The piping in the, recycle system was replaced with ltastelloy C-276 and a hydrocylcone was

included to remove suspended tlash from the recycling scrub solution. The scrub solution pH control

was changed to allow more rapid response between the points of pH measurement and caustic

injection.

C-5.7 Instrumentation and Controls

The original process instrumentation used throughout the CAI was developed in the late 1970s.

State-of-the-art instrumentatkm and controls have been installed to update the original

instrumentation. New field transmitters, recorders, and microcontrollers were incorpc_rated into

process monitoring and control functions. Sat'cry interlocks that were based on electro-mechanical

relays are now managed by a programmable logic controller. Ali important process variables are

logged on an IBM PC compatible data acquisition system which provides real-time trending, reports,

and material and energy balance analysis. Offgas CO, CO2 and H?O levels will be continuously

monitored using an in situ nondispersive infrared analyzer mounted cm the stack. Online alpha/beta

continuous monitors are planned as weil.

C-6. GENERAL COMMENTS

The CAI is a successful, h_w-.volume system that includes enhanced corn)sion resistance, state-

of-the-art instrumentation, and controls in the olTgas system.
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Appendix D

Mound Laboratory- Joule-Heated Glass Melter

D-I. FACILITY DESCRIPTION

The joule-heated glass furnace unit is a 8-1/2 ft x 5-1/2 ft x 3-1/2 ft combustion chamber

" sheathed in a 1/4-in. 310 stainless steel skin and lined with 9-12 in. of an aluminum zirconium silicate

fused-cased refra,;:ory. This chamber is filled to a depth of 10 in. with soda-lime-silica cullet. The

culler is heated to its melting point (1350°F) by a propane burner, after which the glass is able to

conduct electricity, and the six high-purity iron electrodes, located below the glass surface, assume

control of the melt temperature. When the melt has reached a temperature of approximately 24(_)°F,

liquid and preshredded solid waste is introduced into the burn chamber via the feed hopper/screw

feeder and is immediately ignited by radiant heat. Prima .rycombustion products are swept along the

surface of the melt by combustion air streams. Ash from the combustion process falls to the glass

surface, where it is eventually incorporated into the melt, while the gaseous combustion products exit

the furnace chamber via the offgas tee, and continue on to the wet scrubbing system.

The wet scrubbing system used with the glass furnace was originally developed for use on

Mound's cyclone incinerator. In that capacity it has been providing environmentally safe offgas by

effectively rcmcwing particulates, acid gases, and radioactivity, and reducing offgas temperatures. 'lhc

offgas system is based on a venturi scrubber for removal of most particulale, caustic addition to the

quencher and venturi for acid gas neutralization, and HEPA filters for fine particulate.

D-1.1 Specifications

Manufacturer Penbcrthy Electromelt

Thermal design capacity 175 kW

Design throughput capacity 5() Ib/hr

[:ccd input Plutonium ccmtaminated sc_lvents and oils; mixed LI..W

Secondary, waste streams HEPA filters and scrubber scflutions

Destination of c_utput Nc)t knc_wn

D-2. STATUS OF SYSTEM
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The system is in the process of startup. An RCRA trial burn test plan has been submitted for

the Part B pcamit.

D-3. STATUS OF PERMITS

RCRA Interim status; submitted Part B application to EPA for

TSCA NR

Clean Air (NESHAPs) No

State Air Quality No

lx'mal Air Quality NR

D-4. PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT/PERCEPTION

There has been little public involvement thus thr.

D-5. PROBLEMS/RESOLUTIONS

D-5.1 Electrodes

Eicctrodes are difficult tc) change out and the problem is magnified because of the short life

of electrodes. No solution has been identified.

D-5.2 Draining System

The system is difficult to drain, no solution has been identified.

D-6. GENERAL COMMENTS

None.

D-7 BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Radkmctivc Wastcs," M_msanvt_ Research Corp., M_mnd Laboratopy Report No. MLM-
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Appendix E

K-25 - Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) incinerator

E-1. FACILITY DESCRIPTION

The TSCA incinerator consists of a rotary kiln with leed systems and offgas treatment. Liquid

. organic wastes are atomized into the kiln through the main burner. If the waste does not provide

enough heat release to maintain the kiln at required temperatures, an auxiliary burner can be used

to obtain acceptable operating temperatures. Solid waste that is fed by the ram feeder and sludges

are maintained in the kiln for 1 to 1-1/2 hr. The rotating action of the kiln continuously exposes

unburned solids to the hot, oxidizing atmosphere, thus ensuring complete organic destruction.

Aqueous waste is atomized into the kiln. An induced draft fan maintains subatmospheric pressures

in the kiln and forces combustion gases to flow to the secondary combustion chamber (SCC).

As combustion gases and solids exit the kiln, they enter a mix chamber where the gas velocity

is significantly reduced. This causes most of the solids to drop out of the gas into the ash handling

system. The ash handling system is a water-filled sump with a drag chain to remove the ash from the

sump and discharge it into a container.

The SCC receives the kiln combustion gases and secondary liquid wastes that are fired through

the secondary burner. After secondary combustion, the offgases pass into the quench chamber where

they are cooled to the adiab_Jtic saturation temperature. The venturi scrubber receives the cooled

and water-saturated flue gas and removes particulates {_fone micron and larger and a portion of the

hydrochloric acid. A demister is located behin_l the venturi scrubber to remove entrained water and

minimize interference with the cross low-packed-bed scrubber. The packed-bed scrubber removes

additior,_al soluble and reactive gases such as HCI, HF, and SO 2. The combustion gas is further

treated by the ionizing wet scrubber, which removes the fine particulates of < 1 g. Key features of

the two-stage, horizontal crossflow scrubber are an ionizer module, a charged particle scrubber, and

a recirculating water system. The offgas system is not fitted with HEPA filtration.

. E-'I.1 Specifications

Manufacturer IWES

Design thermal capacity 30 MBtu/hr

Thrcmghput capacity 2(X)()lb/hr of liquids and sludges and I(X}0 lb/hr of solids
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Feed input Waste potentially contaminated with radionuclides, mainly
uranium and trace quantities of technetium. The waste mainly

consists of PCB liquids, oils, solvents ,nd chemical, aqueous
wastes of >50% water, sludges and solids.

Secondary waste streams Blowdown liquids

Destination of output Ash destination is unknown. Liquids will go to the centralized

ORNL neutralization facility at K-25.

E-2. STATUS OF SYSTEM

In process of startup and obtaining required permits.

E-3. STATUS OF PERMITS

RCRA Interim status, Part B application submitted, three trial burns
conducted.

TSCA Yes

Clean Air (NESHAPs) Yes

State Air Quality Yes

I_x)calAir Quality NR

E-4. PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT/PERCEPTION

The public hearing was orderly with no significant negative public reaction.

E-5. PROBLEMS/RESOLUTIONS

E-5.1 induced Draft Fan

The induced draft fan blades constructed out of fiberglass failed and replaced with metal fan
blades.
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E-6. GENERAL COMMENTS

The system performed as expected. There has bccn more technical support required tt_

operate the incinerator than planned ($19 million per year in _perating costs).

E-7. BIBLIOGRAPHY

Koenig, Ralph A., "Summary of Radioactive and Mixed Waste Incineration Technologies Within the

- Department of Energy Nuclear Weapons Complex," Prepared for Congress o1' tile United

States Office of Technology Assessment, June 10, 1990.

Rogers, T.O. "ORGDP RCRA/PCB Incinerator Facility," Martin Marietta Report No. K/SS-455,

March 14, 1986.
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Appendix F

Rocky Flats Plant (RFP) -
Fluidized Bed Incinerator (FBI) Demonstration

m

F-1. FACILITYDESCRIPTION

" The FBI is ii unique fluidized bed incinerator with three combustors instead (li' the usual one

combustor. The second and third combustors are used as afterburners for the primary combustor,
allowing temperatures to he covsiderably lower than conventional fluidized bed incinerators to

enhance recovery of plutonium.

Solid wastes are received in 55 gal drums and are manually sorted to separate combustible

wastes from noncombustible wastes (e.g., metal and glass) ill a glovebox. The combustibles are fed

into a low speed, high torque coarse shredder located beneath the sorting-feeding glovebox. The
coarse shredded waste falls into a gas stream classifier. A nitrogen gas stream, regulated by a moving

vane, separates light particles from dense particles° Dense material falls into the tramp metal
glovebox and light shredded material is pneumatically transferred out of the classifier into a cyclone

separator. The cyclone drops the coarsely shredded combustibles into a second shredder. The second

shredder delivers a finely shredded waste to a hopper that feeds a screw conveyor. The liquid waste

leed is pumped into the primary reactor through nozzles.

The primary reactor contains a bed of sodium carbonate and oxidation catalyst, which is

tluidized by a tlow of compressed air and nitrogen. By design, the primary reactor provides

approximately 25% combustion of the waste material, which supplies sufficient heat lhr sustaining the
temperature of the primary reactor. The low-.temperature tlameless incineration process and the in

situ neutralization of halogen acids, sulfur dioxide, and phosphorus pentoxide formed during
combustion minimize incinerator corrosion, with the result that rel'ractory materials are unnecessary.

The hydrocarbon-rich gas from the primary reactor is combusted in the secondary afterburner
reactor. The third combustion process in the afterburner catalytic reactor is tlameless. This reactor

- serves to oxidize the carbon monoxide in the offgas. A shroud enclosure on the lower third of the

catalytic reactor houses a recirculating waster spray cooling system. This cooling system removes

approximately 45% ot"the total heat ot"combustion. The afterburner operates at 11)22°F.

Oft'gases from the primary reactor and secondary afterburner pass into primary and afterburner

cyclone separators where the sodium carbonate, catalyst, sodium salts, and fly ash are removed from

the gas stream. The next stage of particulate removal is carried out by sintered stainless steel filters.
The metal filters serve as a fire barrier and protect the HEPA filters. Particulates collected on the

surface of the filter tubes are removed by an automatic blow-.back system. The flue gas passes

F.._
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through one stage of HEPA filtration and goes to the air ejector. The air ejector provides the t'orce

to maintain the FBI system at a negative pressure relative to ambient. It then passes through a

second stage of HEPA filters. The tlue gas leaves the canyon containment structure and enters a

four stage HEPA filtration system.

Ash from the primary and secondary cyclones is automatically discharged to a water cooled and

enclosed ash conveyor. The conveyor employs a moving screw that transports the ash to a 55-gal

drum located beneath a glovebox at the termination of the screw conveyor.

F.1.1 Specifications

Manufacturer Rockwell International

Design thermal capacity 1.5 M Btu/ht

Throughput capacity 180 lb/hr of solid waste and 88 lb/hr of liquid waste based on

heat values of representative wastes that will be incinerated

and the total heat release.

Feed input TRU solid and liquid waste

Secondary waste streams Sodium carbonate and catalyst fines; HEPA filters

Destination of output WIPP

F-2. STATUS OF SYSTEM

Unit is shut down because of public concerns and testing problems.

F-3. STATUS OF PERMITS

RCRA No, Part B submitted but n(_t approved

TSCA NR

Clean Air (NESHAPs) Unknown

State Air Quality Yes

Local Air Quality NR
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F-4. PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT/PERCEPTION

There has been intense public involvement in the permitting and operation of the FBI.

Negative public reaction and environmental group pressure forced the shut down of this facility.

F-5. PROBLEMS/RESOLUTIONS

F=5.1 Waste Shredder
@

The primary or coarse shredder was equipped with 1.25 in. wide blades. These blades were

capable of shredding any waste material tested, but they produced lengthy strings of plastic that

fouled the air classifier. The 1.25 in. blades were replaced with .625-in. wide blades. These thinner

blades reduced the amount of plastic strings, but it was necessary to weld steel cleaning bars in the

shredder to further alleviate the problem.

The thinner blades required a greater amount of driving torque. The lack of adequate driving

power caused the shredder to cycle in the forward and reverse mode extensively when shredding

normal combustibles. This was solved by installing a new hydraulic drive motor which operates

slower, increasing the total torque by approximately 60%.

F-5.2 Air Classifier

The air classifier occasionally developed a plug in the separation chamber or cmtlet port when

a large percentage of plastic was being shredded. "lhc plugging was because of strings of plastic that

become snagged and then snare other pieces of combustibles to eventually form a blockage. This

pr_blem was solved by changing the position of the movable vane and by manual manipulation

through ghwe-ports and changing the shredder blades.

F-5.3 Waste Feeding System

The waste is pmnc to bridging and ha,,_occasionally become suspended over the oscillating weil.

. This problem was solved by limiting the fill level of the hopper during operation and redesigning the

hopper with a vertical wall.

" 'I'he tapered screw conveyor was scaled up from a smaller version used in pilot operations.

One mcchar}ical failure has occurred on the larger unit: a gear reducer ia the drive mechanisrn of

the c_)nveyor t'a_led when some dense, n_)ncomprcssiblc material jammed the unit. The gear was

replaced and the following tv,,_ measures were taken to avoid ['uturc problems of this nature: first.

the diameter of the auger was n;achined dov,,n siJghtly tc) increase the overall axial clearance within

the housing and thus alleviate jamming when c¢mvcying dense waste; secured, a torque limiter was
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installed in the electrical circuit to automatically control the amount of torque that can be applied

to the auger.

F-5.4 Afterburner Reactor

Pilot scale data was used in the design of the afterburner, but the use of a water spray heat

removal system added a new, untested dimension to the scaled-up unit. This portion of the design

presented problems that necessitated major modifications after several incineration runs.

Catalyst attrition losses from the afterburner were greater than anticipated during the first

2(X) hr of operation. The losses were believed to be caused by problems in the flue gas distributor.

Consequently, the catalyst was transferred from the afterburner and the distributor piping was

inspected. One problem was readily apparent: thermal expansion caused weld failures and cracking

where the distributor pipes penetrated through the walls of the vessel. The actual causes of high

catalyst attrition were attributed to uneven gas distributkm owing tc) piping cracks and the jet grinding

effect of the distributor orifices. The problem was solved by positioning the jet downward at 45%

angle and replacing single orifices with groups of smaller orifices of the same total area.

There was a failure of an expansion joint in the flue gas transfer line between the primary

reactor and the afterburner. The joint was destroyed by an excessive overheat ccmdition that

occurred during a standby period when methanol was being pumped into the transfer line to provide

fuel to maintain temperature in the afterburner. ']'he methanol apparently ignited at the point of

injection, and the gas velocity was not sufficient to carry the heat of combustion into the afterburner.

To resolve this problem, the methanol injectkm line was relocated nearer to the afterburner at the

point where the transfer line branches into tkmr separate lines that supply the flue gas distributor.

The velocity of individual gas streams at this point exceeds the methanol l]ame frc)nt velocity, thus

preventing a reoccurrence of combLlstion within the transfer lines.

F-5.50ffgas System

During the first incineration run, an excessive pressure drop developed across the sintered

metal filters, making it impossible to maintain the ,',s" ,nece, sar) negative pressure within the system. The

filters were inspected and found to be in good conditicm. Test results indicated that the filter area

was not suf'ficient to provide tlm required gas face velocity restriction. New filter cartridges with a

larger diameter were then installed in the existing housings.

F-6. GENERAL COMMENTS

None.
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Appendix G

Savannah River Site (SRS) -
Beta-Gamma Incinerator (BGi)

G.I. FACILITYDESCRIPTION

The SRS BGI is a dual chamber controlled-air unit. Combustion air is introduced through

several undcrfire air ports on both sides ttf the hearth. Waste is pyrolyzed in the fuel-rich primary

chamber. Combustion airflow (100-200% excess) is supplied at the entrance of thc secondary

chamber to oxidize the partial combustion products. Diesel-oil-fired burners are used to maintain the

operating temperatures in each chamber.

Offgases from the secondary chamber pass through a refractory-lined duct before entering the

spray quench. The gases leaving the spray qucnch are maintained abcwc the dewpoint tct minimize

corrosion and to avoid generating secondary liquid waste streams. The baghouse scrves as the first

stage of filtration of the cc)oled offgases. The baghouse contains 135 vertically hanging filter bags.

A line precoat is applied to thc bags during solvcnt incineration. 'Iqae offgases are then passed

through prefilters and then through HEPA filters.

Ash is rcmoved from the incinerator's primary chamber semi-continuously by two hydraulic

rams. The first ram moves the ash the length of the hearth and tumbles it into an ashdrop. After

the ash cools, the second ram pushes the asia the length of the removal duct and into a 55-gal drum.

Flash is collected separately at the spray quencher and baghousc.

G-1.1 Specifications

Manufacturer ECP of North Carolina

Design thermal capacity 5 M Btu/hr

p

Throughput capacity 380 lb/hr

" Feed input Suspcct radioactive solid waste (< 1 mrad/mR/hr at 3 in. from

box) and spent radioactivc process solvent

Secondary waste streams HEPA filters and baghouse bags

Destination of output Ash disposed of in the SRS LLW facility.



G-2. STATUS OF SYSTEM

BGI was shut down due to mechanical failures, lt was then decided not to restart the unit.

G-3. STATUS OF PERMITS

RCRA NR

TSCA NR

Clean Air (NESHAPS) Unknown

State Air Quality Unknown

I.x_cal Air Quality NR

G-4. PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT/PERCEPTION

There has been no public involvement with this incinerator.

G-5. PROBLEMS/RESOLUTIONS

G-5.1 Combustion Gas Leakage

An explosion occurred in the ram feed housing adjacent to the incinerator because of back-

leakage of combustion gas during a severe process upset and incinerator pressurization. The solution

was to specify a tbrced ventilation of the enclosures adjacent to and around the primary chamber and

secondary combustion chamber (SCC) for cockling and remcwal of possible combustible gases.

G-5.2 Incinerator Pressure

The primary incinerator pressure indicator was too insensitive to indicate that incinerator

pressure had exceeded atmospheric pressure during control instrument balancing. No solution was

defined t_)r the problem.

In addition, the system control valve for maintaining negative pressure in the primary chamber

was located too far downstream of the primary chamber. This resulted in poor pressure contrc)l

because of the excessively high lag times between prcssure feedback control input and system

pressure response. Attempts were made to enhance the control instrumcntatic)n and the control

logic, but they were generally unsuccessful. The best solution would bc tct relocate the control point

closer to the chamber being cc_ntroilcd.
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G-5.3 Emergency Shutdown Controls

Emergency incinerator shutdown controls are located only in the control room, which can

impair a safe shutdown during an evacuation. The solution to the problem was to locate emergency
shutdown controls outside the building in an emergency control room.

G-5.4 Purex Solvent Burning

Purex solvent burning produced a slag that accumulated on the hearth and interfered with ram

operations. No solution was developed for this problem.

Combustion of this feed material also generates a high concentration of very small (and

somewhat sticky) phosphorus oxide particles in the offgas as the oxide condenses from a gaseous form

as it cools. To prevent the phosphorus oxide particles from blinding the bag filters, SRS found that

by mixing tetrabutyl titanate with the waste liquid, the phosphorus would bind with the titanium c_,xide

formed in combustion to yield easily filtered particles.

G-5.5 Ash _luildup

Ash builds up at the end of the stroke of the incinerator box leed ram and causes blockage of

boxes. This ash pile has been difficult to remove. A solution was not developed for this problem.

G-5.6 Accessibility for Maintenance

Major components have poor access for maintenance or removal and there is no lifting

capability. The solution is to design major components with easy access for routine maintenance and
lifting capability for major maintenance.

G-5.70ffgas System Corrosion

Severe corrosion was experienced in the offgas system primarily due to condensation of acid
. in unlined and uninsulated metal equipment. The solution is to use appropriate materials of

construction and use sodium hydroxide to neutralize acids and remove particulates.

G-6. GENERAL COMMENTS

None.
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Appendix H

Savannah River Site (SRS) -
Consolidated Incineration Facility (CIF)

H-1. FACILITYDESCRIPTION
,,11,

The incinerator system design consists of an 8 x 25 ft rotary kiln primary chamber coupled to
a 6 x 33 ft horizontal, cylindrical SCC. Liquid wastes with high ash content and aqueous wastes will
be fed to the rotary kiln through a burner nozzle and high-heat burner. HEPA filtered enclosures

will be provided around the rotary kiln and SCC feed and burner maintenance area tc) prevent the
release of radioactive material to the environment. The nominal solid waste residence time in the

kiln is 90 minutes and the minimum offgas residence time is two seconds in the SCC.

Ash from the kiln will be deposited into a waste trough (ash-out) that provides a vacuum seal

with the rotary kiln. Large pieces of ash will be removed from the ash-out by using a device similar

to a backhoe and deposited into a 55 gal drum. Cement and water will be remotely added to the

drum. The cement and water in the drum will be mixed by a tumbling action to produce a stabilized
waste product.

Offgas leaving the SCC will enter a quench vessel and be adiabatically cooled tc) saturation.

The quench offgas will enter a stream atomized free-jet scrubber, which will remove particulates and

acid gases such as hydrogen chloride and sulfur oxides. The scrubbing mixture will then enter a
cyclone separator where liquid-gas separation will take place. The scrubbed offgases will proceed

through a high efficiency mist eliminator that will remove residual particulate and entrained water

drc_plets. Saturated scrubbed offgas will pass through a reheater and be heated tc) a temperature of

approximately 300oF before passing through HEPA filters, induced draft blowers, and exiting through
the process stack. Fiber reinforced plastic (FRP) will be used tbr construction of the offgas system

surge tanks and most of the ductwork downstream of the quench. Blowdown from the quench

recirculation line will pass through a cr:)ssflow filter system to concentrate suspende_1 solids up to
10 wt% and be pumped to one of two 51X)0gal agitated FRP hold tanks. Blowdown waste will be

• transferred by tank truck to a large onsite cement stabilization facility, which processes similar type
wastes produced from other SRS facilities.

H-1.1 Specifications

Manufacturer John Zinc

Design thermal capacity 10 M Btu/hr
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Throughput capacity 720 lb/hr of solid and 187 lh/ht of liquids

Feed input Low-level solid and liquid mixed waste

Secondary waste streams Blowdown liquids and HEPA filters

Destination of output Ash will be solidified for on site disposal in mixed waste "

disposal vaults. The liquids will go to the SRS Y area for
processing.

H-2. STATUS OF SYSTEM

The system design is complete. The facility is waiting l_r a RCRA approval to be granted and

NEPA (EA) approvals to begin construction.

H-3. STATUS OF PERMITS

RCRA Part A and B permit applications submitted to the state

TSCA NR

Clean Air (NESHAPs) Yes - but being revised

State Air Quality No

Local Air Quality NR

H-4. PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT/PERCEPTION

There has been no public involvement to date.

H-5. PROBLEMS/RESOLUTIONS

H-5.1 SaR Loading of HEPA Filters

PREPP reported high loading of salt in the HEPA filters. The solution to the problem for

SRS was to conduct tests on the salt particulate carryover I'romthe qtaench and scrubber systems and

to design the system based on the results.
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H-5.2 Kiln Seals

PREPP experienced severe problems with the standard seals dclivered with the rotary kiln.

PREPP redesigned the seals and did cold testing of the new seals. As a solution to the problem the

CIF rc)taU kiln manufacturer redesigned the seals to bc similar to thc PREPP design. SRS is planned
a hot (thermal) test program the new seals.

H-6. GENERAL COMMENTS

The systemhas been designedto meet ali regulatory requirements, lt is a state-of-the-art

facility.
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Appendix I

Savannah River Site (SRS) -
Defense Wastes Processing Facility (DWPF)

!-1. FACILITY DESCRIPTION

The DWPF at the SRS will vitrify waste in a glass melter into a borosilicate glass, pour it into

stainless steel canisters, weld and decontaminate the canisters, and store them for shipment to a

geologic repository. While the vitrification plant is the key facility in the SRS waste disposal program,
there are other important facilities and activities. Feed for the DWPF is in interim storage in double-

shell tanks. A necessary first step for feed preparation is separation of the sludge and supernate

fractions. Sodium tetraphenyl borate is added to the supernate in the underground storage tanks to

precipitate the cesium present. The cesium tetraphenyl borate precipitate is then pumped to the
HLW vitrification process, while the decontaminated liquid is incorporated into saltstone (a cement-

-. based waste tbrm) and disposed of as LLW in onsite vaults. The sludge, which contains most of the
remaining actinides and fission products, is removed from the tanks and converted to borosilicate glass
in the DWPF.

The offgas cleaning system will use components that are functionally equivalent to the CIF

described above. The offgases from this system pass through a large sand filter that uses gradually
smaller diameter layers of sand to trap very fine particulate.

1.1.1 Specifications

Manufacturer Multiple firms

Throughput capacity 82 lb/hr

Feed input High level sludge and liquid mixed waste

Secondary waste streams Sand filters

Destination of output Long-term disposal has not been defined.

i-2. STATUS OF SYSTEM

Construction is nearing completion. SRS is preparing for a simulated (nonradioactive) waste
test.
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I-3. STATUS OF PERMITS

RCRA Unknown

TSCA NR

Clean Air (NESHAPs) Yes

State Air Quality Unknown ,,

Local Air Quality NR

I-4. PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT/PERCEPTION

There has been no public involvement to date.

I-5. PROBLEMS/RESOLUTIONS

Hydrogen generation

There is the possibility of generating hydrogen in the leed processing area. The solution has
not been defined.

I-6. GENERAL COMMENTS

None.
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Appendix J

Scientific Ecology Group (SEG) Incinerator

J-1. FACILITY DESCRIPTION
,=

The SEG incinerator in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, is referred to by the manufacturer as a hybrid
" incinerator, incorporating several different technologies. The primary chamber is operated in a

substoichiometric condition. However, the char/ash residue is conveyed into separate chambers where
the carbon is burned out in an excess air environment.

The combustion gases from the primary chamber and the ash combustion chambers are drawn

into a secondary chamber, and then into a tertiary chamber for added residence time for complete

burnout of the combustible material released during substoichiometric burning. The combined

residence time in the secondary and tertiary chambers is approximately three seconds. In addition

to the long gas residence time, the incinerator consists of unique internal walls and air distribution

parts designed to enhance turbulence and mixing of the gases. For hard-to-destroy waste, the
secondary and tertiary chambers can operate at temperatures up to 2370°F, but 1830 - 2190°F is

normal for the secondary chamber and 1650 - 2010°F is normal for the tertiary chamber.

For temperature control, each chamber is equipped with a burner. However, the primary

chamber burner is only used during incinerator heat up and the tertiary chamber burner is rarely used
because it is needed only when waste with a very low energy content or a very low volatile matter
content is burned. The gas residence time in this chamber is approximately one second. Therefore,

only nonhazardous materials will likely be processed through this burner even when the facility is
permitted to burn mixed waste.

,,

The waste processed at SEG varies from contaminated sewage sludge to rags, paper, cloth, etc.

The waste _cceptance criteri.t is basically a sitewide criteria as nearly ali waste received is mixed

together and must be hand-, orted by SEG to go to the appropriate process.

The offgas train cons sts of a boiler to cool the flue gases, a baghouse and HEPA filters to

remove particulate, and a quencher/packed tower to remove acid gases.

The baghouse consists of four separate chambers with only three being required for operation.
In this manner, some degree of baghouse redundancy is obtained. '_"ith ali four chambers online, the
air-to-cloth ratio is 3.3:1. With only three chambers on-line, the air-t,)-cloth ratio is 4.4:1. After the

baghouse there are redundant HEPA banks with each bank utilizing 30/30 prefilters, 12-in.

intermediate filters, and 12 in. HEPA filters. The quencher/scrubber is a standard design using a
common sump with 20% NaOH as the scrubbing agent.
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The by-products from the incineration process are handled in the following rnanner: hearth

ash that fits the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) definition of Class A waste is compacted

resulting in an additional 2-4:1 volume reduction. Class B (or nearly Class B) waste is not compacted

because the volume rcducti(m would result in higher radiation levels on a per volume basis. Flash

from the boiler and the baghouse is normally EP Toxic and is therefore solidified with cement or an

epoxy resin. Plans arc underway to vitrify the flash. Scrubber liquor blowdown is evaporated down

to a paste using a thin filrn evaporator. After evaporation, the salts are dried in either a heated

ribbon blender or by compression using a patented quick dry system (originally developed for

dewatering spent resins). Once dewatered, the salt can then be compacted resulting in a solid salt

monolith. These waste by-products are then sent to a commercial radioactive waste clisposal facility.

3-1.1 Specifications

Manufacturer Envikraft, Hcisingoer, Denmark

Design thermal capacity 11.9 M Btu/hr

Throughput capacity 1000 lb/hr of solid and 30 gal/hr of liquid

Feed input LLW solids and power plant waste oil

Secondary waste streams HEPA filters, baghouse bags, scrubber solutions

Destination of output One of the commercial radioactive waste disposal sites

J-2. STATUS OF SYSTEM

The facility is operational and, except for maintenance and repairs, has been operational since

startup in November, 1989. Plans arc under way to obtain a RCRA Part B Permit. Therefore, at

this time no mixed waste has been processed but SEG hopes tct do so in the near future.

J-3. STATUS OF PERMITS
o

RCRA NR (plan to obtain a Part B permit in the future)

,lP

TSCA NR

Clean Air (NESHAPs) Yes
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State Air Quality Yes

Local Air Quality NR

J-4. PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT/PERCEPTION

" Public involvement/perception has not been a problem with the public in the Oak Ridge area.

The public appears to readily accept this type of activity.
a)

d-5. PROBLEMS/RESOLUTIONS

J-5.1 Heat Buildup

There was a buildup of heat within the incinerator building. High air temperatures in certain
regions of the building resulted in failures of instrumentation and other sensitive components. These

failures caused several delays in operation that ultimately cost more in lost income than the failed

components were worth. This problem was resolved by installing a massive air conditioner.

J-5o2 Feed Charging Conveyor System

There were frequent delays and lost income due to the leed charging conveyor system. Waste

boxes (some weighing in excess of 600 lb when full and weighing approximately 200 lb(s) when

empty) would bunch up and jam together, hang up on the conveyor, not move at all, etc. Resolution

of this problem required modificatlon of the conveyor process logic control program and the conveyor
switches and sensors.

J-5.3 BLindingof the Boiler Tubes and Baghouse Bags

There was an earlier-than-desired shutdown because of blinding of the boiler tubes and the

baghouse bags. This blinding problem was caused by the entrainment and then plating out o_'

particulate (to some degree this is actually a condensation of molten particulate). The problem within

.. the boiler was mitigated by installing sonic horns, which cause acoustic vibrations, and help keep the
particulate from building up into a deep laver. The acoustic horns have not resulted in the same

benefit in the baghouse, so bag blinding continues to be a problem. To get around this problem, the
_" induced draft fan draft was incl eased.

One of the major sources of the particulate that would lead to the blinding was from atomizing
and combusting dirty used oils in the tertiary burner. Various solutions were attempted to resolve

this problem, but none were found that mitigated the carryover and blinding to the degree that would

allow SEG to meet its financial goals. As a result, a whole new separate oil burning system has been
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installed to dispose of oil. With the exception of using the incinerator stack, the offgas train is totally

separate from the incinerator offgas train.

J-5.4 Slagging

A source of concern has been the slagging ot' wastes and subsequent attack on the refractory.

Although this is an expected problem, the degree and speed of attack was considered abnormal. To

mitigate this problem a higher alumina mordenite-based refractory is being used.

J-5.5 High Maintenance of Monitors

The 0 2 and CO monitors continue to be a high maintenance problem. Relocation of the CO
monitors to downstream of the boiler has helped, but frequent maintenance is still a requirement.

The O 2 monitors have had problems with electronic failures (because of high heat) and materials

problems. Selection of higher grade materials has solved some of these problems and the building
air conditioner also has helped. However, fr'cquent servicing is still required.

J-5,6 Ash Transport System

Excessive problems with the ash transport system have also been experienced. The causes of

these problems have basically been caused by tramp metal objects in the waste. To help resolve this

problem, additional quality assurance procedures were applied to waste sorting oper_tions and some
design changes were made to the ash transport equipment to increase strength when under a physical

load at high thermal conditions.

J-5.7 Evaporator System

The evaporator frequently required shutdowns for cleaning. Furthermore, its throughput was

well below rated capacity. These problems required numerous solutions. Scrub liquor feed to the

evaporator was treated to lower the pH. New feed controls, pumps, piping, etc., were added.

Therefore, the system was almost completely overhauled.

J-6. GENERAL COMMENTS

In general, it is a good system. However, the system does have some attributes that could be "
improved upon. The use of spray drying technology would probably have been less troublesome and

k ';s costly than the use of a thin film evaporator and a ribbon blender. Furthermore, boiler exhaust

temperature is somewhat limited by the pressure limits of the boiler. There are times when a higher

offgas temperature would be desirable. Unfortunately, such temperatures are not available without

increasing the steam pressure beyond the _:apabilities of the boiler.
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